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AYODHYA DISPUTE: FEW QUESTIONS
The ruling party BJP is scared by observing the mass

reactions against their anti‐people policies. Thus, finally, on the eve
of 2019 general election they have decided to take a chance with

settlements were destroyed in Uttar Pradesh, North Bihar during
Gupta Empire, which the Brahminist forces consider as the ‘golden
age’. Nearly, 1600 Buddhist stupas and monasteries were
destroyed by the Huna ruler Mihirakula, who was a devotee of
Shiva. In southern India, Buddhism faced the vandalism of Shankar

of 2019 general election, they have decided to take a chance with
their age‐old political gimmick. The Hindutva brigade is planning to
pass a bill for Rama temple construction on the debris of Babri
mosque. They also know that it is not possible constitutionally, but
it will again create a chaos in their favor and will polarize votes.
Last year marked the 25th year of Babri mosque demolition.
Throughout the past years, much has been discussed regarding it.
However, the necessity of raising uncomfortable questions still
persists. Is there any archaeological/ historical evidence in support

and his followers. The Brahmin fanatics destroyed several Jaina
monuments also. The most important fact is that all of these
destructions had been done before the advent of Islam in India,
which naturally does not go in accordance with the century‐long
conscious effort of spreading Islamophobia among the mass.

Does it at all make any sense to think of a ‘birthplace’ of a
pure mythological figure? Even if we think of it by force, then also
we cannot provide any kind of evidence in support of this claim.
Even the contemporary Hindu saint Tulsidas – the author ofof BJP’s claim? Even if we found some evidences, should they be

considered as necessary and sufficient reason to demolish a
religious edifice, especially in a country that boasts of ‘secularism’?

First of all, there is no documentation in medieval sources in
favor of BJP’s claim. Archaeological excavations are being done in
Ayodhya since 1970s. Till date no one had been able to place
evidence of any temple destruction. Many ‘experts’ reported their
politically motivated findings. In each case, experienced excavators
published rebuttals criticizing these reports However they did not

Even, the contemporary Hindu saint Tulsidas – the author of
Ramcharitmanas – neither recorded any incident of temple
destruction, nor said anything about ‘Ram‐janmabhumi’. In fact,
the first reference of ‘Ram Janmabhumi’ was recorded around
1853. After the mass uprising of 1857, to break the unity of Hindus
and Muslims, the British cleverly used it and annexed the
propaganda of temple destruction by Mughal ruler Babur. Even, the
present chief minister of UP might feel discomfort by the fact that
present‐day Ayodhya was known as ‘Saket’ in ancient times. During

published rebuttals criticizing these reports. However, they did not
receive any rejoinder from those ‘experts’. It also must be noted
that in early 1990s even few archaeologists joined the Hindutva‐led
movement of Rama temple construction which led to the
demolition of Babri mosque. In 2003, Allahabad High Court ordered
for a fresh excavation to be undertaken by Archaeological Survey of
India (ASI), which at that time was entirely controlled by the BJP‐led
central government. Anyway, even the ASI report did not confirm
the presence of any temple or its remains. However, expressing

Gupta reign, the capital was transferred to Saket and the
brahminisation of the area started using various cults. Thus, it is
hard to find even the cult of Rama before the fifth century. Even a
more fundamental question is about which Rama we are talking
about? A. K. Ramanujan’s famous scholarly essay ‘Three Hundred
Ramayanas’, which was banned from the DU undergraduate
History syllabus after facing wrath from the Hindutva brigade,
shows us that more than 300 different versions of the story of
Rama are spread across India and Asia There is no such original

loyalty to its masters, the ASI tried to create a chaos on the eve of
2004 general election by reporting the presence of a massive
structure beneath the debris of the mosque. The conduct of ASI
during excavation and its final report were also criticized by many,
such as Aligarh Historians Society. Renowned Indian archaeologist
Sheren Ratnagar correctly said – “The circumstances and content of
the argument for a temple and the political context in which they
have developed leave no doubt that archaeology has been coopted
by some Indians to push sectarian agendas ” [1]

Rama are spread across India and Asia. There is no such original
Ramayana and the popular Valmiki’s Ramayana is one among these
versions. For example, in Dasaratha Jataka – a Buddhist Jataka tale
– Rama and Sita are siblings, and after the exile life Rama marries
his sister Sita. This nicely reflects a primitive phase of tribal society
where brother‐sister marriage was allowed. However, the present
regime cannot digest these facts. This is not because of their
myopic view on the subject. Rather, the main reason is these facts
constantly challenge their politically motivated propaganda, and do

by some Indians to push sectarian agendas. [1]
Now, let us assume that we have some archaeological

evidence of a Rama temple beneath the disputed land. If this is to
be treated as an excuse to demolish the mosque, then thousands of
temples throughout the country should be immediately
demolished, and steps should be taken to re‐built Buddhist stupas
on those debris. According to the acclaimed historian D. N. Jha –
“the general scenario of Buddhist establishments in Uttar Pradesh
was so bad that in the Sultanpur district alone no less than forty‐

not help them to arouse public sentiments according to their
political requirements.

In a nutshell, the politics of Rama temple can be concluded
aptly with the words of The Liberhan Commision, which was set up
by the GoI, ten days after the demolition. They clearly stated in
their report – “The preparation [of masjid demolition] was
accomplished with phenomenal secrecy, was technically flawless
with consistency and assured results. … The theme was power. It
attracted clusters of young men to support the hidden agenda
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nine Buddhist sites seem to have been destroyed by fire when
Brahminism won its final victories over Buddhism.” [2] There are
ample archeological and textual evidences of vandalizing different
Buddhist monuments during the Shunga period in different places
such as Sanchi, Satdhara, Deurkothar, Allahabad. Such assaults on
Buddhist edifices also continued in the later periods. Buddhist

attracted clusters of young men to support the hidden agenda.
Leaders know how passions are aroused and how to prevent the
same; they however always see what would be beneficial to them
rather than what would be good for the nation. This is what
happened in Ayodhya.” [3]



HIS MAJESTY’S COMPANION –
SHYAMA PRASAD
The Modi‐era has become a battleground for India’s past.

subsequent activities of Mahasabha were funded by the Hindu
landlords and Marwari businessmen. As per the new strategy of
Mahasabha under Savarkar’s leadership, Shyama Prasad joined the
second Fazlul Haque coalition government in Bengal in December
1941 and started showing his companionship towards His Majestyg p

Replacing the monopoly of Nehru‐Gandhi, several new ‘heroes’
emerged after 2014. There is no doubt that the past trend of
Nehru‐Gandhi worship is questionable. However, the present
trends of representing the shameless lackeys of British rule as
‘patriotic’ figures are much more dangerous, and are nothing but
gross falsification of history. The attempt to portray Dr. Shyama
Prasad Mukherjee as a “selfless patriot” is one such example, which
should be analyzed meticulously.

1941, and started showing his companionship towards His Majesty.
He wrote a letter to the then Bengal Governor on March 7, 1942,
that he could derive satisfaction if the Indians resisted the enemies
of the British elsewhere, like the Far East, to save British prestige.
On the eve of Quit India Movement (QIM), following the official
decision of Mahasabha to boycott the QIM and RSS’s decision to
non‐participation in it, in a letter dated July 26, 1942 to the Bengal
Governor, he shamelessly expressed his true colors. One cannot
resist quoting a large portion of this letter. He wrote – “Anybody,

In 1939, when the Second World War (WW2) broke out as an
evident result of the mutual rivalry among imperialist countries,
the comprador big bourgeoisies of India realized this as an
opportunity to make huge war‐time profit, under the patronage of
colonial rulers. Naturally, they advised the Congress party to
support the British in this war. On contrary, the Congress socialists,
the communists, the Kishan Sabha members were urging to
unleash a huge anti‐imperialist struggle, which would also
accentuate the ongoing freedom struggle of India The massive

who during the war, plans to stir up mass feeling, resulting internal
disturbances or insecurity, must be resisted by any Government
that may function for the time being. … The administration of the
province should be carried on in such a manner that in spite of the
best efforts of the Congress, this movement will fail to take root in
the province. … You, as Governor, will function as the constitutional
head of the province and will be guided entirely on the advice of
your Ministers. … As one of your Ministers, I am willing to offer you
my whole hearted cooperation and serve my province and countryaccentuate the ongoing freedom struggle of India. The massive

one‐day strike in Bombay on 2nd October 1939, in which more than
90,000 workers took part, was the direct consequence of this. Both
the colonial and comprador bourgeoisies sensed danger in this.
However, to make this anti‐imperialist struggle weak by dividing
the working class in religious lines, the in‐born enemies Hindu
Mahasabha and Muslim League joined hands with each other
through coalition governments in different parts of the country,
and started spreading communal venoms. In Bengal, the situation

my whole‐hearted cooperation and serve my province and country
at this hour of crisis.” [2]

Also, we must mention his role during the Bengal Famine of
1943‐44s, which was the direct effect of the tremendous imperialist
exploitation during WW2. In famine‐devastated Bengal, the major
concern of Shyama Prasad‐led Hindu Mahasabha was the
difficulties of many Hindus in having food in the government
canteens where Muslims and lower caste people were employed
for cooking. It is a shame that even during the grave situation of

was ripe for Mahasabha due to the past announcements of
Communal Award and Poona Pact, which together shattered the
interests of the upper caste Hindus in Bengal politics. Under these
circumstances, Shyama Prasad emerged as a representative of the
upper caste Hindus in Bengal, and tried to paint the prolonged
contradiction between the Hindu landlords and Muslim (mostly)
peasants with communal colors. Undoubtedly, his “selfless”
“patriotic” moves strengthened the platform for partition. Even, he
secretly wrote to Viceroy Mountbatten asking for Bengal partition

famine, when around three million Bengalis were dying out of
hunger, Shyama Prasad tried to save only the interests of the upper
caste Hindu feudal forces. Other allegations of communal bias and
corruption in the famine relief efforts of Mahasabha were also
reported by several authorities, including Bengal government.
Artist (painter) Chittaprasad, who toured Bengal during the famine
years and wrote series of articles, in which one article described
the devastating situation in Balagor – the home village of Shyama
Prasad Chittaprasad wrote “Just when the floods were knockingsecretly wrote to Viceroy Mountbatten asking for Bengal partition

even if India remained united [1]. His eagerness to divide India
should be seen in association with His Majesty’s endeavors in
establishing few major neo‐colonies across South‐East Asia, in the
aftermath of WW2.

Hindu Mahasabha gained momentum in Bengal after Savarkar
hoisted saffron flag at a meeting in the Wellington Square in
Calcutta on 27th December 1939. Shyama Prasad joined
Mahasabha in the same year. At one hand, united under the

Prasad. Chittaprasad wrote – Just, when the floods were knocking
down every house in Balagor, the sons of Ashutosh [referred to
Shyama Prasad and his brothers] took it into their heads to build a
brand new mansion. … The house is known all over Balagor as the
only new house built in the last year and as the only house with
two dhan‐golas stacked with paddy. … There are strong iron gates
and iron gratings on the windows to protect the richest spot in
Balagor. … The whole place looks like an oasis in a desert. … The
riches heaped here are an insult to the hungry thousands around!”
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banner of Kishan Sabha – the peasant front of the Communist Party
of India – the Hindu and Muslim peasants were demanding the
abolition of the landlord system, which after few years emerged as
the historic Tevaga peasant uprising. On the other hand, Marwari
businessmen of Bengal were scared of Bombay strike‐like incidents.
Thus, it was not at all surprising that the meeting and the

[3] This experience of Chittaprasad perfectly reflects the real class
characteristics of “selfless patriots” like Shyama Prasad and several
other feudal forces that supported and funded Mahasabha and RSS
during their cooperation with the British exploiters, even in the
time of Bengal famine.



SABARIMALA TEMPLE 
CONTROVERSY AND THE BARRIERS 
IN FRONT OF WOMEN’S LIBERATION
Our country is crossing through an interesting juncture In

mark of a woman’s innate impurity and, at the same time, of her
innate sexuality. However, along with the Sangh brigade, to woo
the Hindu votes, even Congress joined the protest against the
Supreme Court verdict. The subsequent incidents have
undoubtedly proved that how much these so called democratic
parties acts against the liberation of women from patriarchalOur country is crossing through an interesting juncture. In

spite of the increasing tendency of forcing people to shout the
slogan “Bharat Mata Ki Jay”, the recent controversy centering
Kerala’s Sabarimala temple is a burning evidence that “cow‐
mothers” are more respectful than the real “Bharat‐Matas”. Even,
along with the BJP and the RSS, the Congress also decided to
protest against the recent verdict of Supreme Court in which the
apex court removed the ban on the entry of women into the
Sabarimala temple in Kerala. The state government under the rule

parties acts against the liberation of women from patriarchal
shackles.

The marriage laws and customs are enough to make us realize
that how the patriarchal Hindu society regard women as
commodities. However, we must note that the situation of women
is same in most of the feudal / semi‐feudal societies. In this regard,
to find the way leading towards the liberation of women, we must
discuss the process of social development.

Once, societies were not aware of the concept of privatep g
of Pinarayi Vijayan welcomed the decision. Since then, the protest
against the verdict has been hijacked by local political parties. In a
state, which is till bearing the wounds of a devastating flood, such
attention‐seeking politically motivated controversy only shows the
ideological crisis of the parliamentary political parties.

It all started in 1991, when Mahendran, a devotee of the
Sabarimala temple, wrote a petition against the temple board,
alleging that it was allowing women into the sanctum and

di i l VVIP h i l i l

property. Such primitive societies were founded on the matrilineal
kinship principles. Peoples belonging to these societies used to
believe in some magical relationship between the reproductive
qualities of the women and the same of the earth. Such beliefs led
to the consideration of menstrual blood as a holy thing, in those
primitive matrilineal societies. In the words of the famous
philosopher George Thomson – “… the ritual for fertilizing the soil
was modeled on the ritual for reproducing the human species, that
is the ritual of childbirth The community was ruled by femaleextending special treatment to VVIPs, thus, was violating temple

practices. In its judgment, the Kerala High Court announced that as
per the existing tradition, women between the ages of 10‐50 shall
not be allowed to enter the temple. This age limit was set by the
Travancore Devaswom Board (TDB), which was in charge of the
temple administration. Unfortunately, a judgment like this was not
based on the constitutional norms of non‐discrimination and
equality. Rather, it was based on purely mythical stories. According
to popular belief, the deity at the Sabarimala temple had taken up

is the ritual of childbirth. … The community was ruled by female
chiefs, whose sexual life was treated as a ceremonial cycle of
mimetic magic. The queen had to conceive in order that the earth
might become fruitful.” [3] Evidences of these can be found in
various rituals of the people, who are still stuck into such primitive
phase of human development. For example – “In North America,
when the corn is attacked by grubs, menstruating women go out at
night and walk naked through the fields. Similar customs still
survive among the European peasantry. Pliny recommended as anto popular belief, the deity at the Sabarimala temple had taken up

the vow of celibacy, which by some religious rule does not allow
any contact with women who are within reproductive age, i.e,
women who has any chance to menstruate. Since then, like most of
the temples in our ‘democratic’ India, Sabarimala temple also shut
its door for the real living “Bharat‐Matas”. In 2006, the Indian
Young Lawyers’ Association escalated the issue directly to the
Supreme Court, and legal battle started centering it. After 12 years,
finally, on 28th September 2018, the Supreme Court removed the
b h f i h S b i l l Th di

antidote to noxious insects that menstruating women should walk
through the fields with bare feet, loose hair, and skirts drawn up to
the hips. … The idea was evidently to diffuse the fertile energy with
which the female body was believed at such times to be charged.”
[4] Imprints of such primitive tribal rituals can also be observed in
various Indian tribes. In the light of modern scientific development,
while considering these beliefs as superstitious, we must not
belittle the thought process of primitive people, because in natural
absence of scientific outlook of the world they “confused theban on the entry of women into the Sabarimala temple. The verdict

immediately faced vehement opposition form the children of
Manu, i.e., the BJP and its ideological pillar – the RSS. It was
expected from them, as they even want to replace our constitution
with Manusmriti, which categorically coded the rules for ideal
women, such as ‐ “day and night women must be kept in
dependence (and guarded) by the males of their families” [1], “by
carefully guarding his wife, a man preserves the purity of his
offspring, his family, himself, and his means of acquiring merit” [2].

absence of scientific outlook of the world they confused the
process by which human beings reproduce their kinds with the
process by which plants discharge the same function” [5] in order
to control the nature. However, in later phases of societal
development, patriarchy evolved with the emergence of private
property, family, and state, and women transformed into a mere
commodity. In feudal societies, such as our Hindu society,
patriarchal ideologues transformed the menstrual blood to a
symbol of ‘impurity’ of the women. Such commodification of
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offspring, his family, himself, and his means of acquiring merit [2].
From the last two millennia, the Brhaminic feudal forces are
ardently following this text, which is full of derogatory terms and
actions against the women and the Shudras. Thus, when they
started protesting this verdict, one can easily connects it to the
Manu’s argument that menstruation, according to a myth, is
associated with women’s participation in brahmana murder. It is a

women can only be reversed through complete societal
transformation on the basis of mode of production and production
relations. The social transformation of Russia and China during the
socialistic developments in these two countries practically proved
to the world that how such measures can liberate the women from
patriarchal shackles.



SWATCH BHARAT: REALITY AGAINST consequences. The threat ranged from salary cut to losing one’s
job A woman recalls how being in the union has emboldened herJHUMLA

- Article contributed by a student of JNU

Recently there was a public talk hosted in Jawaharlal Nehru

University on understanding Swatch Bharat, the much acclaimed
project inaugurated by the present Prime Minister of India,
Narendra Modi, claiming for a clean India by 2019. The public talk
had the sanitation workers and their representatives sharing their

job. A woman recalls how being in the union has emboldened her
to demand basic safety equipment. It started with verbal abuses
and then the contractor assaulted her. She gave it back and both of
them started fighting but she did not relent, emboldened by the
fact that she is a part of the union. The union has given her respect
and a will to fight that was missing when she was alone.

Another speaker expressed her views about Swatch Bharat.
She stated that the campaign portrays a sanitized version
undermining the reality of the sanitation workers. Narendra Modip g

experiences to the students. They belong to a registered trade
union and I went there to listen to the people who have been
working as sanitation workers for decades. Some of them spoke in
their regional languages that were translated in Hindi.

These people worked in various places all over India and some
of them narrated the dismal condition in which they have to toil. I
understood from their discussions that it is not only the absence of
basic amenities and safeguards related to their work but also the

g y
with other celebrities and well‐known people often pose with a
broomstick and click pictures undermining the daily hassles and the
threat to life that the workers have to face. In so many cases, there
have been deaths of workers because of asphyxiation and non‐
availability of the basic equipment. A woman stated that she has to
carry dead animals like dogs and cats with her hands sometimes,
which is never shown on television. Manual scavenging which is
still prevalent in many parts of India make the workers carry the
excreta either in the bucket or on baskets lined with sackings andway they are treated because of their caste identity. Majority of the

workers in the occupation belong to the Dalit community and the
caste identity further marginalize them, overlooking the caste
system and the various ways it compels the people from the
community to enter into this work. Stigma is naturalized and either
fate or merit is invoked to justify the presence of the overwhelming
majority of people from the Dalit background in this occupation.
Hence the dehumanization takes place with the absence of
providing basic safeguards like the gloves and masks that are

excreta either in the bucket or on baskets lined with sackings and
carried on the head. The plight of these workers is rarely shown
and the deaths of so many workers go unnoticed by both the state
and the mainstream media. Even the compensation claimed for the
death of the worker is not given on time to the family. In the end,
one student activist ended with a note stating that even in this
university workers refused to pick and clean dead animals on the
campus and fought by organizing against the diktats of the
administration. There have been many strikes and sit‐ins conductedproviding basic safeguards like the gloves and masks that are

essential for the safety of the sanitation workers. In some houses
when the workers have asked for water, they are given tap water in
a mug that is used in the washrooms by the owner of the house. At
times, they are given stale food and if they denied, led to incurring
the wrath of the people for whom they work. There have been
many cases of sexual harassment, but when the workers had gone
to the contractors to complain, they were threatened with dire

y
by the sanitation workers against the abysmally low salary given to
them.

Organizing is the only way for the sanitation workers in a
neoliberal age of exploitation degraded more by casteism. Hence it
is only through agitating, organizing and educating the union that
the workers can resist and overturn the jhumla, and demand for
safety, payment and respect at the workplace.
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Statement – 27th  November, 2018 
COSTISA CONDEMNS THE CLAMPDOWN BY IIT BHU ADMINISTRATION ON 

STUDENTS COMMEMORATING THE HISTORIC MOVEMENT AGAINST 
PATRIARCHYPATRIARCHY

On 24th November 2018, two members of IIT‐BHU based students' organization Students For Change (SFC), Vandana and

Ipshita (both being 4th‐year students of IIT‐BHU) received a notice from their Assistant Registrar to present themselves in front of
Disciplinary Committee (DisCo) of IIT‐BHU.

The reason behind the disciplinary action, as given in the notice was due to their participation in a programme held on 23rd
September 2018. Organized by the students of BHU exactly a year after the historic girl's movement, the event was to
commemorate the struggle they had participated and to gather spirits for their struggles ahead. The programme included street
l l t hi h j i d b t d t h t d thi fi ht f th f d f i l f thi t i h lplays, poems, slogans etc which was joined by many students who supported this fight for the freedom of girls from this patriarchal

structure. While the event made headway, reactionary elements especially ABVP goons tried to interrupt the celebration; shouting
out anti‐women and right‐wing slogans. Initially, the Proctorial Board stood as silent spectators to the activities of these goons but
when the hooligans started harassing students, the proctorial board came over and rather than taking any action over the goons,
tried to end the programme; pushing the girls inside their nearby hostel, beating students along the way.

The students who are now facing the wrath of the administration participated in the event which commemorated the struggle
where a large number of girls stood against the patriarchal and undemocratic attitude of the BHU administration. One year back,
the movement triggered after a girl was harassed in the campus, however, the protest was not only the result of that particular
incident but was an outburst against the anger and frustration of the girls who had been continuously suffering; be it hostel
curfew, lack of security or patriarchal mindset of the administration. This protest had shown that whenever there is oppression on
the people, there will always be resistance. And that is why the celebration of this historical protest was so significant for the
students.

The current disciplinary actions against the students further lay bare the undemocratic and patriarchal attitude of the
administration towards the exercise of democratic and constitutional rights by students who refuse to stay silent in light of the
various injustices plaguing the society and nation. While the BHU administration alleges "disturbance of peace in campus" and
questions the “character” of the participating girls when they celebrate a historic struggle against patriarchy, no actions were taken
on the hooligans who had created disturbance and even manhandled the girls. It should be noted that such passiveness was even
after BHU girls gave names of some of the goons to the administration as well as the police station.

This episode reiterates the situation in the academic campuses nationwide where when girls stand against injustice and assert
their rights, it hits the deep‐rooted feudal‐patriarchal mindset of the authorities and is met with clampdown. In this case, students
who question the unjust existing system or rule by the authority and raise their voice for their democratic rights are targeted and
suppressed, however, the reactionaries who actually creates havoc and oppose any progressive moves are left free by the
authorities to exercise their will. Even earlier, IIT BHU administration had issued a circular saying that any act of protest, hunger
strike or demonstration in the college will be considered in‐disciplinary.g p y

We condemn the authoritarian and prejudiced behavior of the IIT BHU administration, we demand an immediate withdrawal
of the disciplinary actions and stand in solidarity with Vandana and Ipshita. For too long such campus spaces have worked towards
producing one‐dimensional human beings with a technocratic mindset and depoliticized views. In the last couple of years, students
in such science and technology institutes have challenged this character and redefined the social role of education. COSTISA is also
a product of one such social awakening among students. Now it’s time for the administration of academic campuses including
these 'elite' institutions like IITs to wake to the ideals of campus democracy and social justice embodied in students’ struggles.

Coordination of Science and Technolog Instit tes’ St dent Associations (COSTISA)Coordination of Science and Technology Institutes’ Student Associations (COSTISA)
(www.facebook.com/supportcostisa)
Ambedkar Periyar Study Circle, IIT Madras
Ambedkar Periyar Phule Study Circle, IIT Bombay
Students For Change, IIT BHU
Students For Change, IMS BHU
Ambedkar Bhagat Singh Study Circle, IIT Kharagpur
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SparkSpark
We will be obliged if you can send us your opinion, comments, criticism and articles to 
our email address as mentioned below:
abssc.iitkgp@gmail.comgp g


